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Written by renowned data science experts Foster
Provost and Tom Fawcett, Data Science for
Business introduces the fundamental principles of
data science, and walks you through the "dataanalytic thinking" necessary for extracting useful
knowledge and business value from the data you
collect. This guide also helps you understand the
many data-mining techniques in use today. Based
on an MBA course Provost has taught at New York
University over the past ten years, Data Science for
Business provides examples of real-world business
problems to illustrate these principles. You’ll not
only learn how to improve communication between
business stakeholders and data scientists, but also
how participate intelligently in your company’s data
science projects. You’ll also discover how to think
data-analytically, and fully appreciate how data
science methods can support business decisionmaking. Understand how data science fits in your
organization—and how you can use it for competitive
advantage Treat data as a business asset that
requires careful investment if you’re to gain real
value Approach business problems data-analytically,
using the data-mining process to gather good data in
the most appropriate way Learn general concepts for
actually extracting knowledge from data Apply data
science principles when interviewing data science
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job candidates
Algorithmic recommender systems, deployed by
media companies to suggest content based on
users’ viewing histories, have inspired hopes for
personalized, curated media but also dire warnings
of filter bubbles and media homogeneity. Curiously,
both proponents and detractors assume that
recommender systems for choosing films and series
are novel, effective, and widely used. Scrutinizing
the world’s most subscribed streaming service,
Netflix, this book challenges that consensus.
Investigating real-life users, marketing rhetoric,
technical processes, business models, and historical
antecedents, Mattias Frey demonstrates that these
choice aids are neither as revolutionary nor as
alarming as their celebrants and critics maintain—and
neither as trusted nor as widely used. Netflix
Recommends brings to light the constellations of
sources that real viewers use to choose films and
series in the digital age and argues that although
some lament AI’s hostile takeover of humanistic
cultures, the thirst for filters, curators, and critics is
stronger than ever.
Research on user modeling (UM) and
personalization can be traced back to the early1970s
,butitwasnotuntilthemid-1980sthatthecommunityofres
earchers working on user modeling and useradaptive systems started its own series of ternational meetings on UM. After three international
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workshops in 1986, 1990, and 1992, User Modeling
was transformed into an increasingly prominent binial international conference. Its sustainability was
ensured by User Modeling Inc. (http://www. um. org),
a professional organization of researchers that has
solicited and selectedbids to run the
conference,nominated programchairs,and provided
?nancial backing to UM conferences. Between 1986
and 2007, 11 UM conferences were held (including
the three workshops just mentioned), bringing
together researchers from many areas and
stimulating the development of the ?eld. Since the
early 1990s, the rapid growth of the World Wide Web
and other new platforms has populated the lives of
an increasing number of people with a great variety
of computing systems. This rampant growth has
tended to increase the need for personalization,a
topic that more and more researchersand practitiers are addressing and that has given rise to several
new conferences. Among them,anotherbiennialserie
sonAdaptiveHypermediaandAdaptiveWeb-Based
Systems (Adaptive Hypermedia or AH for short)
quickly established itself as a
majorforumandsistereventtoUM,running
onalternateyearswithit. Between 2000and
2008,?veAH conferenceswere held. During this
period, the increasing complexity and prominence of
Web systems prompted the enlargement of the list of
topics covered by the AH series.
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The guide by FourWeekMBA on business models, to
get up to date with all the potential models born and
evolved during the web era and rising with the digital
revolution happening on the web. A business model
is a framework for finding a systematic way to unlock
long-term value for an organization while delivering
value to customers and capturing value through
monetization strategies. A business model is a
holistic framework to understand, design, and test
your business assumptions in the marketplace. In
this guide, we’ll see also 53 business model types
identified by the FourWeekMBA research. Ever
since, this list started to be published, back in 2018,
many copycats around the web have started to
duplicate it without understanding the meaning of
each model referenced here. Thus, if you need our
feedback, feel free to reach out. You can jump
directly to any of them below or read the guide in
order: A mix of chain and franchise business model
Ad-supported (subsidized) business model Affiliate
business model Aggregator business model Agencybased business model Asymmetric business models
Attention merchant business model Barbell business
model Bidding multi-brand platform model Blitzscalermode business model Blockchain-based business
models Bundler model Cash conversion cycle or
cash machine model Discount business model
focusing on high quality Distribution based business
model Direct-to-consumers business model Direct
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sales business model E-commerce marketplace
business model Educational niche business model
Family-owned integrated business model Feeding
model Freemium model (freemium as a growth tool)
Free-to-play model Freeterprise model Gatekeeper
model Heavy-franchised business model Humanist
enterprise business model Enterprise business
model built on complex sales Lock-in business
model Instant news business model Management
consulting business model Market-maker model
Multi-brand business model Multi-business model
Multi-sided platform business model Multimodal
business model Multi-product (Octopus) business
model On-demand subscription-based business
model One-for-one business model Open-Source
Business Model Peer-to-peer business model
Platform-agnostic model Platform business model
Privacy as an innovative business model Razor and
blade revenue model Self-serving model Space-as-aservice model Subscription-based business model
Surfer model: reverse-engineering the gatekeeper
Three-sided marketplace model User-generated
content business model User-generated AI-amplified
model Unbundler model Vertically integrated
business model What is a business model and why
is it important? A business model is a critical element
for any startup's success as it is what unlocks value
in the long term. In a way, developing a business
model isn’t only about monetization strategies.
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Indeed, that is way more holistic. To develop a
business model companies need to create value for
several stakeholders. Thus, a business model is
about what makes users go back to your app,
service, or product. It is about how businesses can
get value from your solution. It is about how
suppliers grow their business through it. A business
model is all those things together. In short, when
those pieces come together, that is when you can
say to have a business model.
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide
range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney
movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of
popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question
whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool
of the Western elite that shapes the views of those
less empowered. Given its global reach, how the
Walt Disney Company handles the role of race,
gender, and sexuality in social structural inequality
merits serious reflection according to a number of
the articles in the volume. On the other hand, other
authors argue that Disney productions can help
individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the
assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also
vary according to the theoretical perspectives
guiding the interpretation of both overt and latent
symbolic meaning in the movies. The authors of the
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15 articles encourage readers to engage with the
material, showcasing a variety of views about the
good, the bad, and the best way forward.
What if you could use Nobel prize-winning science to
predict the choices your customers will make?
Customer and user behaviors can seem irrational.
Shaped by mental shortcuts and psychological
biases, their actions often appear random on the
surface. In Choice Hacking, we'll learn to predict
these irrational behaviors and apply the science of
decision-making to create unforgettable customer
experiences. Discover a framework for designing
experiences that doesn't just show you what
principles to apply, but introduces a new way of
thinking about customer behavior. You'll finish
Choice Hacking feeling confident and ready to
transform your experience with science. In Choice
Hacking, you'll discover: - How to make sure your
customer experience is designed for what people do
(not what they say they'll do) - How to increase the
odds that customers will make the "right choice" in
any environment - How to design user experiences
that drive action and engagement - How to create
retail experiences that persuade and drive brand
love - How brands like Uber, Netflix, Disney, and
Starbucks apply these principles in their customer
and user experiences Additional resources included
with the book: - Access to free video Companion
Course - Access to exclusive free resources, tools,
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examples, and use cases online Who will benefit
from reading Choice Hacking? This book was written
for anyone who wants to better understand customer
and user decision-making. Whether you're a
consultant, strategist, digital marketer, small
business owner, writer, user experience designer,
student, manager, or organizational leader, you will
find immediate value in Choice Hacking. About the
Author Jennifer Clinehens is currently Head of
Experience at a major global experience agency.
She holds a Master's degree in Brand Management
as well as an MBA from Emory University's Goizueta
School. Ms. Clinehens has client-side and consulting
experience working for brands like AT&T,
McDonald's, and Adidas, and she's helped shape
customer experiences across the globe. A
recognized authority in marketing and customer
experience, she is also the author of CX That Sings:
An Introduction To Customer Journey Mapping. To
learn more about this book or contact the author,
please visit ChoiceHacking.com
On the surface, design practices and data science
may not seem like obvious partners. But these
disciplines actually work toward the same goal,
helping designers and product managers understand
users so they can craft elegant digital experiences.
While data can enhance design, design can bring
deeper meaning to data. This practical guide shows
you how to conduct data-driven A/B testing for
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making design decisions on everything from small
tweaks to large-scale UX concepts. Complete with
real-world examples, this book shows you how to
make data-driven design part of your product design
workflow. Understand the relationship between data,
business, and design Get a firm grounding in data,
data types, and components of A/B testing Use an
experimentation framework to define opportunities,
formulate hypotheses, and test different options
Create hypotheses that connect to key metrics and
business goals Design proposed solutions for
hypotheses that are most promising Interpret the
results of an A/B test and determine your next move
This book deals with the various ways Netflix
reconceptualises television as part of the process of
TV IV. As television continues to undergo a myriad
of significant changes, Netflix has proven itself to be
the dominant force in this development,
simultaneously driving a number of these changes
and challenging television’s existing institutional
structures. This comprehensive study explores the
pre-history of Netflix, the role of binge-watching in its
organisation and marketing, and Netflix’s position as
a transnational broadcaster. It also examines
different concepts of control and the role these play
in the history of ancillary technologies, from the
remote control to binge-watching as Netflix’s
iteration of giving control to the viewers. By focusing
on Netflix’s relationship with the linear television
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schedule, its negotiations of quality and marketing,
as well as the way Netflix integrates into national
media systems, Netflix and the Re-invention of
Television illuminates the importance of Netflix’s
role within the processes of TV IV.
Netflix has come a long way since 1997, when two
Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, Marc Randolph and
Reed Hastings, decided to start an online DVD store
before most people owned a DVD player. They were
surprised and elated when launch-day traffic in April
1998 crashed their server and resulted in 150 sales.
Today, Netflix has more than 25 million subscribers
and annual revenues above $3 billion. Yet long- term
success-or even survival-is still far from guaranteed.
Journalist Gina Keating recounts the absorbing, fastpaced drama of the company's turbulent rise to the
top and its attempt to invent two new kinds of
business. First it engaged in a grueling war against
video-store behemoth Blockbuster, transforming
movie rental forever. Then it jumped into an even
bigger battle for online video streaming against
Google, Hulu, Amazon, and the big cable
companies. Netflix ushered in such innovations as
DVD rental by mail, a patented online queue of
upcoming rentals, and a recommendation algorithm
called Cinematch that proved crucial in its struggle
against bigger rivals. Yet for all its success, Netflix is
still a polarizing company. Hastings is often heralded
as a visionary-he was named Business Person of
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the Year in 2010 by Fortune-even as he has been
called the nation's worst CEO. Netflix also faces
disgruntled customers after price increases and
other stumbles that could tarnish the brand forever.
The quest to become the world's portal for premium
video on demand will determine nothing less than
the future of entertainment and the Internet. Drawing
on extensive new interviews and her years covering
Netflix as a financial and entertainment reporter,
Keating makes this tale as absorbing as it is
important.
This monograph offers a close reading of the
financial story of Netflix, exposing the central
importance of narrativity, performative language, and
affect, which drive the speculative worlds of global
finance, technology, and now television.
As media evolves with technological improvement,
communication changes alongside it. In particular,
storytelling and narrative structure have adapted to
the new digital landscape, allowing creators to
weave immersive and enticing experiences that
captivate viewers. These experiences have great
potential in marketing and advertising, but the
medium?s methods are so young that their potential
and effectiveness is not yet fully understood.
Handbook of Research on Transmedia Storytelling,
Audience Engagement, and Business Strategies is a
collection of innovative research that explores
transmedia storytelling and digital marketing
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strategies in relation to audience engagement.
Highlighting a wide range of topics including
promotion strategies, business models, and
prosumers and influencers, this book is ideally
designed for digital creators, advertisers, marketers,
consumer analysts, media professionals,
entrepreneurs, managers, executives, researchers,
academicians, and students.
This single-volume reference provides an alternative
to traditional marketing research methods
handbooks, focusing entirely on the new and
innovative methods and technologies that are
transforming marketing research and practice.
Including original contributions and case studies
from leading global specialists, this handbook covers
many pioneering methods, such as: Methods for the
analysis of user- and customer-generated data,
including opinion mining and sentiment analysis Big
data Neuroscientific techniques and physiological
measures Voice prints Human–computer interaction
Emerging approaches such as shadowing,
netnographies and ethnographies Transcending the
old divisions between qualitative and quantitative
research methods, this book is an essential tool for
market researchers in academia and practice.
Seminar paper from the year 2020 in the subject
Economics - International Economic Relations,
grade: 1,3, New York University - Leonard N. Stern School of business, language: English, abstract: The
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paper focuses on strategic issues of the
management of Netflix in India, pointing to the
following key question: How can the company adapt
its business model to gain a foothold in the Indian
market? Should the company conduct acquisitions to
deal with the situations? Or should Netflix exit India
and shift focus to other global markets instead?
Netflix, a leading American online media streaming
and production company, expanded successfully
across the globe in the 2010s. However, in India—a
very important market for Netflix due to its large
population and strong demand for video
streaming—Netflix seems to be struggling. Dominant
competitors and specific customer requirements
have made growth difficult for the firm. In this case,
both Netflix and the Indian video streaming market
are analyzed, with several strategic options are
compared. The team of authors recommends
purchasing local studios and production houses, so
that Netflix can continue to pursue its verticalization
strategy and meet local consumer demands. We
also suggest Netflix adapt its price to appeal to more
users, as Indian users are generally more pricesensitive. While it might dilute Netflix’ premium
brand, we believe such risk can be mitigated by
adopting a more bare-bones, lower-cost subscription
targeting the large number of Indian consumers who
use their smartphones to access the internet.
Named by The Washington Post as one of the 11
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Leadership Books to Read in 2018 When it comes to
recruiting, motivating, and creating great teams,
Patty McCord says most companies have it all
wrong. McCord helped create the unique and highperforming culture at Netflix, where she was chief
talent officer. In her new book, Powerful: Building a
Culture of Freedom and Responsibility, she shares
what she learned there and elsewhere in Silicon
Valley. McCord advocates practicing radical honesty
in the workplace, saying good-bye to employees who
don’t fit the company’s emerging needs, and
motivating with challenging work, not promises,
perks, and bonus plans. McCord argues that the old
standbys of corporate HR—annual performance
reviews, retention plans, employee empowerment
and engagement programs—often end up being a
colossal waste of time and resources. Her roadtested advice, offered with humor and irreverence,
provides readers a different path for creating a
culture of high performance and profitability.
Powerful will change how you think about work and
the way a business should be run.
At this fascinating historical moment, this timely
collection explores the new meaning of the Korean
Wave and the process of media production,
representation, distribution and consumption in a
global context as a distinctive and complex form of
soft power. Focusing on the most recent
phenomenon of Korean popular culture, this book
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considers the Korean Wave in the global digital age
and addresses the social, cultural and political
implications in their complexity within the contexts of
global inequalities and uneven power structures. The
collection brings together internationally renowned
scholars and regional specialists to examine this
historically significant, visibly growing, yet underexplored current phenomenon in the global digital
age. Drawing on a wide range of perspectives from
media and communications, cultural studies,
sociology, history and anthropology, and including a
series of case studies from Asia, the USA, Europe
and the Middle East, it provides an empirically rich
and theoretically stimulating tour of this area of
study, going beyond the standard Euro-American
view of the evolving and complex dynamics of the
media today. This collection is essential reading for
students and scholars interested in Korean popular
culture and in film, media, fandom and cultural
industries more widely.
Using contemporary film theory and elements of
socio-cultural and political discourse, fourteen
geographers examine the effects of cinematic
representation of place and space on perceptions of
self and societies in the world.
This text emphasizes the three major driving forces behind ecommerce: technological change, business development, and
social issues, to provide a coherent conceptual framework for
understanding the field.
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Marketers have recently witnessed an explosion of
technology-based innovation that has profoundly affected
their management and strategy. This technology can be a gift
– enabling them to get closer to their customers and their
needs – or a poisoned chalice, should they fail to keep up
with technology innovation and find themselves, or their
products, irrelevant. In this book, Eleonora Pantano, Clara
Bassano and Constantinos-Vasilios Priporas describe this
phenomenon as the 'consumer pull vs technology push' that
forces marketing strategists to innovate to survive and thrive.
It is a guide to the emerging approaches to marketing
prompted by the impact of innovation and technology, in
order to help students, scholars and practitioners work
innovation and change to their best advantage. Including a
wealth of empirical and theoretical contributions, models,
approaches methods, tools and case studies, this book is
essential reading for marketing strategy, digital marketing,
and innovation students, as well as marketing practitioners.
This is the 2nd edition of Technological Innovation. Profiting
from technological innovation requires scientific and
engineering expertise, and an understanding of how business
and legal factors facilitate commercialization. This volume
presents a multidisciplinary view of issues in technology
commercialization and entrepreneurship.
El big data, entendido como la gestión y el almacenamiento
masivo de datos, es una tendencia por explotar a día de hoy.
La industria audiovisual, consciente de ello, empieza a
orientar estrategias de negocio con ideas de personalización
de contenidos, segmentación de perfiles o predicción de
tendencias. Comprender todas las posibilidades que nos
ofrece el big data supone entender las dinámicas internas del
negocio, así como las fuentes de datos de las que podemos
extraer información y la interacción que podemos realizar con
ellas. Y también nos permite formular mejores preguntas y
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tomar decisiones acertadas. Este libro ofrece un recorrido por
el proceso de gestión de datos en la empresa, con
introducción de explicaciones técnicas y especial atención a
la toma de decisiones del business intelligence.
How to navigate your strategy journey in business using a five
model framework and methodology that teaches you to play
'SMART' and 'win' in the game of business and career
ascension.
This book gathers selected research papers presented at the
International Conference on Communication and Intelligent
Systems (ICCIS 2019), organised by Swami Keshvanand
Institute of Technology, Management & Gramothan (SKIT),
Jaipur, India and Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
on 9–10 November 2019. This book presents a collection of
state-of-the-art research work involving cutting-edge
technologies for communication and intelligent systems. Over
the past few years, advances in artificial intelligence and
machine learning have sparked new research efforts around
the globe, which explore novel ways of developing intelligent
systems and smart communication technologies. The book
presents single- and multi-disciplinary research on these
themes in order to make the latest results available in a
single, readily accessible source.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A stunning “portrait of the
enduring grace of friendship” (NPR) about the families we are
born into, and those that we make for ourselves. A masterful
depiction of love in the twenty-first century. A NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD FINALIST • A MAN BOOKER PRIZE
FINALIST • WINNER OF THE KIRKUS PRIZE A Little Life
follows four college classmates—broke, adrift, and buoyed
only by their friendship and ambition—as they move to New
York in search of fame and fortune. While their relationships,
which are tinged by addiction, success, and pride, deepen
over the decades, the men are held together by their devotion
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to the brilliant, enigmatic Jude, a man scarred by an
unspeakable childhood trauma. A hymn to brotherly bonds
and a masterful depiction of love in the twenty-first century,
Hanya Yanagihara’s stunning novel is about the families we
are born into, and those that we make for ourselves. Look for
Hanya Yanagihara’s new novel, To Paradise, coming in
January 2022.
Valuation is a topic that is extensively covered in business
degree programs throughout the country. Damodaran's
revisions to "Investment Valuation" are an addition to the
needs of these programs.
This thesis is more of a case study, aiming to explore the
potential impact of Netflix' business model and strategy on
the traditional television and film ecosystem. It is a forwardlooking examination, derived from CEO Reed Hastings' LongTerm View for Netflix as declared through the company's
Investor Relations website in February 2014. This outlook
was presented the same time the company's 10-K was filed
for Fiscal Year [FY] 2013 with the Securities and Exchange
Commission. Reed Hastings' Long-Term View for Netflix is
written like a manifesto, declaring the revolutionary power that
the company holds with regards to the television and film
industry, primarily as a distributor of content. Netflix's power
lies within its proprietary system and application technology
that offers its subscribers suggestions and recommendations
on what next to watch based on their viewing preferences
and history. This collection of data has allowed Netflix to
make decisions on content licensing and acquisition and,
within the last few years, investment in original content. The
Internet TV network's platform is available to subscribers for a
no-commitment low monthly fee. Content is widely
accessible, from any Internet connection and across a
multitude of devices, from smartphones to large-format Smart
TVs. Hastings declares that "the linear TV channel model is
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ripe for replacement" because of new time-shifting
capabilities and technological advancements, including
Netflix's own, that have given audiences advanced screen
proliferation, and new choices in how they consume television
and film, primarily through the Internet. This case study aims
to present the ways in which Netflix is challenging that linear
television model and theatrical film release model alike
through their business model and strategy, as outlined
particularly in the company's long-term view, outlook in their
financial documents to investors, and releases about future
endeavors.
Strategic Analysis of Netflix in India. Possible Strategies and
RecommendationsA Case StudyGRIN Verlag
Netflix Nostalgia examines Netflix as both a creator and a
distributor of nostalgic content, with contributions from
scholars from around the world. The chapters examine the
role of nostalgia in Netflix’s brand identity, ideological
messages about nostalgia in Netflix content, and audience
responses to nostalgia on the Netflix platform.
Tomorrow’s customers need to be targeted today! With
emerging technology transforming customer expectations,
it’s more important than ever to keep a laser focus on the
experience companies provide their customers. In The
Customer of the Future, customer experience futurist Blake
Morgan outlines ten easy-to-follow customer experience
guidelines that integrate emerging technologies with effective
strategies to combat disconnected processes, silo mentalities,
and a lack of buyer perspective. Tomorrow’s customers will
insist on experiences that make their lives significantly easier
and better. Companies will win their business not by just
proclaiming that customer experience is a priority but by
embedding a customer focus into every aspect of their
operations. They’ll understand how emerging technologies
like artificial intelligence (AI), automation, and analytics are
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changing the game and craft a strategy to integrate them into
their products and processes. The Customer of the Future
explains how today’s customers are already demanding
frictionless, personalized, on-demand experiences from their
products and services, and companies that don’t adapt to
these new expectations won’t last. This book prepares your
organization for these increasing demands by helping you do
the following: Learn the ten defining strategies for a customer
experience–focused company. Implement new techniques to
shift the entire company from being product-focused to being
customer-focused. Gain insights through case studies and
examples on how the world’s most innovative companies are
offering new and compelling customer experiences. Craft a
leadership development and culture plan to create lasting
change at your organization.
In the tradition of Phil Knight's Shoe Dog comes the incredible
untold story of how Netflix went from concept to company - all
revealed by co-founder and first CEO Marc Randolph.
"Engaging and insightful." --Reed Hastings, CEO of Netflix
"As the founding CEO, Marc Randolph's leadership defined
the culture of Netflix and laid the groundwork for successive,
global revolutions in how we make and consume
entertainment." --Gina Keating, author of Netflixed: The Epic
Battle for America's Eyeballs "Charming, fascinating and very
funny. If you've ever wondered how to turn an idea into a
global household name, Marc Randolph will demystify the
world of Silicon Valley start-ups, and make you laugh a lot
along the way." --Decca Aitkenhead, The Sunday Times "A
charming first-person account of the early days of one of the
most successful tech start-ups ever. An engaging read that
will engross any would-be entrepreneur." --The Washington
Post Once upon a time, brick-and-mortar video stores were
king. Late fees were ubiquitous, video-streaming unheard of,
and widespread DVD adoption seemed about as imminent as
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flying cars. These were the widely accepted laws of the land
in 1997 when Marc Randolph had an idea. It was a simple
thought - leveraging the internet to rent movies - and was just
one of many more proposals, like personalised baseball bats
and a shampoo delivery service, that Randolph would pitch to
his business partner, Reed Hastings, on their commute to
work each morning. But Hastings was intrigued, and the pair with Hastings as the primary investor and Randolph as the
CEO - founded a company. Now with over 150 million
subscribers, Netflix's triumph feels inevitable but the twentyfirst century's most disruptive start-up began with few
believers and calamity at every turn. From having to pitch his
own mother on being an early investor, to the motel
conference room that served as a first office, to server
crashes on launch day, to the now-infamous meeting when
they pitched Blockbuster to acquire them, Marc Randolph's
transformational journey exemplifies how anyone with grit, gut
instincts and determination can change the world - even with
an idea that many think will never work. What emerges,
however, isn't just the inside story of one of the world's most
iconic companies. Full of counter-intuitive concepts and
written in binge-worthy prose, it answers our most
fundamental questions about taking that leap of faith in
business or in life: How do you begin? How do you weather
disappointment and failure? How do you deal with success?
What even is success? From idea generation to team building
to knowing when it's time to let go, That Will Never Work is
not only the ultimate follow-your-dreams parable but also one
of the most dramatic and insightful entrepreneurial stories of
our time. "Marc wastes no time cutting through the noise. He
understands what is important whether it is your product, your
marketing, or your business plan. A remarkable and one of a
kind visionary." --Mitch Lowe, founder of RedBox and CEO of
MoviePass "An entertaining chronicle of creativity, luck, and
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unflagging perseverance." --Kirkus
Considering the way that E-Commerce helps in encouraging
a positive business and regulatory condition, the book
investigates the mechanics and usual ways of doing things of
E-Commerce. Additionally, it demonstrates how different
components identified with E-Commerce add to the
development of a lively and dynamic electronic network,
bringing about financial and economic growth. It covers a
wide range of issues under the umbrella of E-Commerce and
the information based economy. In doing as such, it dives
deep into the applicable issues and incorporates all advances
associated with it.
How streaming services and internet distribution have
transformed global television culture. Television, once a
broadcast medium, now also travels through our telephone
lines, fiber optic cables, and wireless networks. It is delivered
to viewers via apps, screens large and small, and media
players of all kinds. In this unfamiliar environment, new global
giants of television distribution are emerging—including Netflix,
the world’s largest subscription video-on-demand service.
Combining media industry analysis with cultural theory,
Ramon Lobato explores the political and policy tensions at
the heart of the digital distribution revolution, tracing their
longer history through our evolving understanding of media
globalization. Netflix Nations considers the ways that
subscription video-on-demand services, but most of all
Netflix, have irrevocably changed the circulation of media
content. It tells the story of how a global video portal interacts
with national audiences, markets, and institutions, and what
this means for how we understand global media in the
internet age. Netflix Nations addresses a fundamental tension
in the digital media landscape – the clash between the
internet’s capacity for global distribution and the territorial
nature of media trade, taste, and regulation. The book also
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explores the failures and frictions of video-on-demand as
experienced by audiences. The actual experience of using
video platforms is full of subtle reminders of market
boundaries and exclusions: platforms are geo-blocked for outof-region users (“this video is not available in your region”);
catalogs shrink and expand from country to country; prices
appear in different currencies; and subtitles and captions are
not available in local languages. These conditions offer rich
insight for understanding the actual geographies of digital
media distribution. Contrary to popular belief, the story of
Netflix is not just an American one. From Argentina to
Australia, Netflix’s ascension from a Silicon Valley start-up to
an international television service has transformed media
consumption on a global scale. Netflix Nations will help
readers make sense of a complex, ever-shifting streaming
media environment.
In 2011 Netflix was the world's largest online movie rental
service. Its subscribers paid to have DVDs delivered to their
homes through the U.S. mail, or to access and watch
unlimited TV shows and movies streamed over the Internet to
their TVs, mobile devices, or computers. The company was
founded by Marc Randolph and Reed Hastings in August,
1997 in Scotts Valley, California, after they had left Pure
Software. Hastings was inspired to start Netflix after being
charged $40 for an overdue video. Initially, Netflix provided
movies at $6 per rental, but moved to a monthly subscription
rate in 1999, dropping the single-rental model soon after.
From then on, the company built its reputation on the
business model of flat fee unlimited rentals per month without
any late fees, or shipping and handling fees.

The New York Times bestseller Shortlisted for the
2020 Financial Times & McKinsey Business Book of
the Year Netflix cofounder Reed Hastings reveals for
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the first time the unorthodox culture behind one of
the world's most innovative, imaginative, and
successful companies There has never before been
a company like Netflix. It has led nothing short of a
revolution in the entertainment industries, generating
billions of dollars in annual revenue while capturing
the imaginations of hundreds of millions of people in
over 190 countries. But to reach these great heights,
Netflix, which launched in 1998 as an online DVD
rental service, has had to reinvent itself over and
over again. This type of unprecedented flexibility
would have been impossible without the
counterintuitive and radical management principles
that cofounder Reed Hastings established from the
very beginning. Hastings rejected the conventional
wisdom under which other companies operate and
defied tradition to instead build a culture focused on
freedom and responsibility, one that has allowed
Netflix to adapt and innovate as the needs of its
members and the world have simultaneously
transformed. Hastings set new standards, valuing
people over process, emphasizing innovation over
efficiency, and giving employees context, not
controls. At Netflix, there are no vacation or expense
policies. At Netflix, adequate performance gets a
generous severance, and hard work is irrelevant. At
Netflix, you don’t try to please your boss, you give
candid feedback instead. At Netflix, employees don’t
need approval, and the company pays top of market.
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When Hastings and his team first devised these
unorthodox principles, the implications were
unknown and untested. But in just a short period,
their methods led to unparalleled speed and
boldness, as Netflix quickly became one of the most
loved brands in the world. Here for the first time,
Hastings and Erin Meyer, bestselling author of The
Culture Map and one of the world’s most influential
business thinkers, dive deep into the controversial
ideologies at the heart of the Netflix psyche, which
have generated results that are the envy of the
business world. Drawing on hundreds of interviews
with current and past Netflix employees from around
the globe and never-before-told stories of trial and
error from Hastings’s own career, No Rules Rules is
the fascinating and untold account of the philosophy
behind one of the world’s most innovative,
imaginative, and successful companies.
7 Powers details a strategy toolset that enables you
to build an enduringly valuable company. It was
developed by Hamilton Helmer drawing on his
decades of experience as a strategy advisor, equity
investor and Stanford University teacher. This is
must reading for any business person and applies to
all businesses, new or mature, large or small.
The basis for the hit Netflix series! “What Walter
Tevis did for pool in The Hustler, he does for chess
in The Queen’s Gambit” (Playboy). When eight-yearold Beth Harmon’s parents are killed in an
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automobile accident, she’s placed in an orphanage
in Mount Sterling, Kentucky. Plain and shy, Beth
learns to play chess from the janitor in the basement
and discovers she is a prodigy. Though penniless,
she is desperate to learn more—and steals a chess
magazine and enough money to enter a tournament.
Beth also steals some of her foster mother’s
tranquilizers to which she is becoming addicted. At
thirteen, Beth wins the chess tournament. By the age
of sixteen she is competing in the US Open
Championship and, like Fast Eddie in The Hustler,
she hates to lose. By eighteen she is the US
champion—and Russia awaits . . . Fast-paced and
elegantly written, The Queen’s Gambit is a thriller
masquerading as a chess novel—one that’s sure to
keep you on the edge of your seat. “The Queen’s
Gambit is sheer entertainment. It is a book I reread
every few years—for the pure pleasure and skill of it.”
—Michael Ondaatje, Man Booker Prize–winning
author of The English Patient
Netflix is the definitive media company of the 21st
century. It was among the first to parlay new Internet
technologies into a successful business model, and
in the process it changed how consumers access
film and television. It is now one of the leading
providers of digitally delivered media content and is
continually expanding access across a host of
platforms and mobile devices. Despite its
transformative role, however, Netflix has drawn very
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little critical attention-far less than competitors such
as YouTube, Apple, Amazon, Comcast, and HBO.
This collection addresses this gap, as the essays are
designed to critically explore the breadth and
diversity of Netflix's effect from a variety of different
scholarly perspectives, a necessary approach
considering the hybrid nature of Netflix, its
inextricable links to new models of media production,
distribution, viewer engagement and consumer
behavior, its relationship to existing media
conglomerates and consumer electronics, its
capabilities as a web-based service provider and
data network, and its reliance on a broader
technological infrastructure.
Foreword by Bill Gates LinkedIn cofounder,
legendary investor, and host of the award-winning
Masters of Scale podcast reveals the secret to
starting and scaling massively valuable companies.
What entrepreneur or founder doesn’t aspire to build
the next Amazon, Facebook, or Airbnb? Yet those
who actually manage to do so are exceedingly rare.
So what separates the startups that get disrupted
and disappear from the ones who grow to become
global giants? The secret is blitzscaling: a set of
techniques for scaling up at a dizzying pace that
blows competitors out of the water. The objective of
Blitzscaling is not to go from zero to one, but from
one to one billion –as quickly as possible. When
growing at a breakneck pace, getting to next level
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requires very different strategies from those that got
you to where you are today. In a book inspired by
their popular class at Stanford Business School,
Hoffman and Yeh reveal how to navigate the
necessary shifts and weather the unique challenges
that arise at each stage of a company’s life cycle,
such as: how to design business models for igniting
and sustaining relentless growth; strategies for hiring
and managing; how the role of the founder and
company culture must evolve as the business
matures, and more. Whether your business has ten
employees or ten thousand, Blitzscaling is the
essential playbook for winning in a world where
speed is the only competitive advantage that
matters.
Imagine waking up one day to discover that you
have forgotten everything about your life. Your only
link with the past, your only hope for the future, is
your identical twin. Now imagine, years later,
discovering that your twin had not told you the whole
truth about your childhood, your family, and the
forces that had shaped you. Why the secrets? Why
the silences? You have no choice but to begin again.
This has been Alex's reality: a world where
memories are just the stories people tell you, where
fact and fiction are impossible to distinguish. With
dogged courage he has spent years hunting for the
truth about his hidden past and his remarkable
family. His quest to understand his true identity has
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revealed shocking betrayals and a secret tragedy,
extraordinary triumph over crippling adversity and,
above all, redemption founded on brotherly love.
Marcus his twin brother has sometimes been a
reluctant companion on this journey, but for him too
it has led to staggering revelations and ultimately the
shedding of impossible burdens. Their story spans
continents and eras, from 1950s debutantes and
high society in the Home Counties to a remote island
in the Pacific and 90s raves. Disturbing, funny, heartbreaking and affirming, Alex and Marcus's
determination to rebuild their lives makes us look
afresh at how we choose to tell our stories.
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